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LOCAL SOLVABILITY OF LEFT INVARIANT DIFFERENTIAL

OPERATORS ON THE HEISENBERG GROUP

LINDA PREISS ROTHSCHILD1

Abstract. Representation-theoretic criteria are given for the local solva-

bility of left invariant differential operators homogeneous under dilations.

In this note we prove that a sufficient condition for the local solvability of

a homogeneous left invariant differential operator on the Heisenberg group is

that the image of the operator under any infinite dimensional irreducible

unitary representation be invertible. This result was conjectured by Rockland

[7], and the proof given here is based mainly on his approach.

Let H" be the Heisenberg group of dimension 2« + 1; i.e. H" is the simply

connected nilpotent Lie group whose Lie algebra ff is spanned by

A„ X2,..., Xn, Yx, Y2,..., Yn, T, satisfying [Xp Yk] = 8jk, with all other

commutators zero. A differential operator D on H" is left invariant if

D(gf) =g(Df), for any g G H" and any function/; here gf is the function

x —> /( gx). By the exponential map any Z E\f may be identitifed with a left

invariant differential operator:

(Z/)U) = - f(gexptZ)
J<=o

Conversely, any left invariant differential operator on H" may be written as a

polynomial in the elements of b" with constant coefficients.

The algebra \f carries a family of automorphisms Sr, defined for r > 0 by

8,(Xj) = rXj,   «,( Yj) = rYj,      j=l,2,...,n, and $r(T) - r2T.

8r may be extended to polynomials on D" by defining

8r(ZxZ2 ■ ■ ■ Zk) - 8r(Zx)8r(Z2) ■ ■ ■ 8r(Zk).

8r is well defined by the Birkhoff-Poincaré-Witt theorem (e.g. [2]). A left

invariant differential operator is homogeneous of degree d if 8r(D) = rdD.

Every irreducible unitary representation it of //" on a Hilbert space V

determines an irreducible representation of if, also denoted -n, by

tt(Z)v = -j- 7r(exp tZ)v ZE\f,vEV.
1 = 0
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The irreducible unitary representation of H" are of two types (e.g. [5]):

(i) Finite-dimensional: V = C, and the representations are parametrized by

(a, b)E A2" with

if,a,6¿Xj) = iap   7T(a,6)( Yj) = ibp and w(T) - 0.

(ii) Infinite-dimensional: V = L2(R"), and the representations are parame-

trized by X E R - {0} with

**W =l*r ¿;'**(y;) = 'W'/2(sgnA)x,,

/= 1,2, ...,7i   and   ttx(T) = iX.     (I)

A differential operator D is locally solvable at a point x0 if there is a

neighborhood {/ of x0 such that DCX(U) c C0°°(10, where C°° and C¿°

denote smooth functions and smooth functions with compact support, respec-

tively. For left invariant differential operators it suffices to consider x0 = 0,

the identity. The reader is referred to the survey article by Helgason [3] on

local solvability for general Lie groups and to [6] or [8] for local solvability of

bi-invariant differential operators.

The result may now be stated precisely.

Theorem. Let P be a homogeneous left invariant differential operator on the

Heisenberg group H". Then P is locally solvable if ir(P) has a bounded left

inverse for every infinite dimensional irreducible unitary representation it of H".

Lemma 1. It suffices to prove that there exists N > 0 such that for every

v E C0°°(2/")

Pu = TNv (2)

has a solution u E CX(H").

Proof. Since T = 3/3f in suitable coordinates, one may obtain vx E C00

satisfying

T\-f
by integrating / N times in t. Now if U c 77" has compact closure, choose

v E Cq00 such that v =vxon U. Then if u E C°° satisfies (2),

Pu = T\ = /   in U. (3)

We now prove the theorem by constructing a solution of (2), using the

Plancherel Theorem for H" (e.g. [5]). If œ G C0°°, and trx is an infinite

dimensional irreducible unitary representation of 27", then the operator

wa(<P) = J    <H*K(*) dx
JH"

is of trace class. In particular, if {e¡) is any orthonormal basis of L2(R"), then

trK(<P)) = 2 K(<pK> e¡) < oo.
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The Plancherel Theorem for H" states that for <p E C0°°(//"),

Htf-i       tr(%(vK(9)*)|A|"rfA

where 7rA(<p)* is the formal adjoint, and

m(0)=/ tr(TTx(<p))\\\" d\.
•'R-JO)

Now suppose P is homogeneous of degree a > 0. Then

385

(4)

(5)

,a/2

*x(n =
\X\a/^x(P),      x>o,

.a/2|X|a/V_,(P),       \<0, (6)

by(l).

The hypothesis of the theorem is then that ttx(P) and tt_,(P) have bounded

inverses, to be denoted Bx and /?_,. Following [7], we first reduce to the case

where Bx and B_x are of trace class. This is accomplished by replacing P by

PQ, where

Q-{2xf+y?f

for large A7'. Indeed, it is shown in [7, Lemma 3.3] that ttx(Q)~x is of trace

class. Since the product of a bounded operator and an operator of trace class

is again of trace class, the inverse of ttx(PQ) = v x(P)m X(Q) is of trace class.

PQ again satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem and the local solvability of

PQ implies that of P. Replacing P by PQ if necessary, we may assume that

Bx and B_, are of trace class.

To solve (2), let u be the linear mapping C0°°(H") —> C defined by

tp^u(tp) =f (/A)V(7rA(t5)%(<p)(Trx(P))-1)|A|',(iX; (7)

for some large N, where t3(x) = ü(x_1). We shall first show that u is an L2

function by proving

l«(v)l < cMo- (8)

By (6), the absolute value of the right-hand side of (7) is bounded by

f     ^-"^(tri^v^MB^WM" dX

f     \X\»-"/2\tr(vx(i)TTx(<p)B_x)\X\"\dX
J\<o

(9)
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If a > 0 is arbitrary, then

1/      \\\N-^2\(tt(Vx(v)^(q>)Bl))\\\\H d\
'\>o

J |Af-a/2|(trK(t5K(«p)7?1))||Ar^

+ \f |X|'v-0/2|(trK(t3)7rx(<p)2?1))||Xri/X (10)

The generalized Schwartz inequality for arbitrary operators C, D of trace

class states that

\tr(CD)\ <(tr(CC*)Y/¿(tr(DD*))

The first integral on the right of (10) is bounded by

jT |A|2("-<"/2)+" ^]1/2f/oX ̂(«KifWfW" dX
1/2

(11)

(12)

by the standard Schwartz inequality. If 2(N - a/2) + ti > - 1 i.e. if

N >(-(/! + 1) + a)/2,

then the first factor in (12) is finite, say bounded by C > 0. By (11), (12) is

bounded by

U/2

C[tr(2?,7?f)]1/2 f   tr(%(t3)77A(m)^(m)*WA(i5)»)|X|" dX (13)

Now recall that the group convolution of, say, two functions \p, x G Cq° *s

defined as

(t*x)(g)=f Hx~lMx8)dx.

It is well known, and easy to check, that

"aW * X) = *x(*K(x)-

Hence (13) is bounded by

(14)

C I    tr(7Tx(5 * <p)irx(v * <p)*)\X\" dX

1/2

= c'I|û *<p|U2

by (4). By the general Hausdorff-Young inequality

¡» * v||Li < ||t5||/j|M|/j < c'Nk2- (15)

Estimation of the second integral on the right-hand side of (10) is similar

except that (12) is replaced by

-,l/2r    - "I1/2r oo

/    1*1
2(N-a/2) + n-\' dX jf   \tr(XN'vx(t)vx(<p)Bx)\\X\ndX (16)

Now (iXf = irx(TN') and ttx(Tn')ttx(v) = trx(TN'v). If N' is chosen so large
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that the first factor is finite, (16) is bounded by

r    A _ _ -vi/2

C"\l  H^(TNv)7Tx((p)-nx(<p)^x(TNvr)\X\n d\j

= c"\\Prv*<p\\< c"|M|L,

Combining these estimates and similar ones for the other integral in (9) gives

(8). This argument is very similar to that given in [7].

To show that the L2 function u is actually smooth it suffices, by Sobolev's

Lemma, to show that all distributional derivatives of u are in L2. We shall

show that if D is any left invariant differential operator on //", then

\u(Dtp)\ < CD\\<p\\L2,       <p E C0" (//")• (17)

In proving (17) it will be convenient to use right invariant differential

operators. If Z G If, then there is a right invariant vector field Zr

determined by Z, i.e.

Z'f(8) = — /(exp tZ ■ g)
Jr = 0

If D = ZXZ2 • ■ • Zk is a left invariant differential operator with Z- G ff,

1 < j < k,   denote   by   Dr   the   right   invariant   vector   field   Dr =
7r7r    • ■ • 7r
^k^k-i        Di-

lemma 2. Zty * x = *P * Drx for any tefi invariant differential operator D

and any t//, X G C¿°(H").

Proof. It suffices to assume D = Z E \f. Then

Zt*X=f[Í (>P(gx-xexptZ)x(x))

= I[Í H8*-l)x((e*ptZ)x)

dx
1 = 0

dx = \}/ * Zrx-
Jl = 0

(The second equality is obtained by making the change of variables x —»

(exp tZ)x and using the fact that the measure dx is left invariant.)

To prove the inequality (17), one proceeds as above, but with <p replaced by

Dtp. Since

*(vx(ë)*x(*><P)"\WMê)*) = tr(^(Dtp)*7TX(v)7Tx(v)*7Tx(Dtp)),

f |A|Artr(7rx(t3)7Tx(£»cp)(^(JP))-1)|A|" dX

< C\\D<p*v\\L2=C\\<p*Drv\\L2   <C'\\tp\\L2.

Similarly,

/ \X\Ntr(„x(v)TTx(D<p)(vx(P))-l)\X\n dX

< C\\Dq> * TNv\\L2= C\\q> * DTNv\\L2 < C'||<p||L2.
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The estimates for X < 0 are the same. This completes the proof that u is a C °°

function. Finally, it is a simple formal calculation to show that u satisfies (2)

i.e. that u(P» = TNv(<p) for all <p G C0°°(//"), where PT is the formal

transpose of P. Indeed, since irx(PT<p) = 7rA(œ)7rA(P), and (iX)Nirx(v) =

itx(v)ttx(Tn) = vx(T"v),

u(P\) = J" (iX)Ntr(trx(v)-nx(rtp){-nx(P))-')\X\N dX

= f tr(tTx(Pv)tTx(<p))\X\N dX

* f tr(r^*«p)|X|"<A

= (Pv* m)(0),   by the Plancherel theorem (5),

-7"t>(ç),   by (14).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Remarks. 1. Rockland [7] proves that if ir(P) and tr(P*) have trivial L2

kernels for all irreducible unitary representations, then P is hypoelliptic and

locally solvable. Using pseudodifferential operators, Miller [4] was able to

prove this theorem assuming the hypothesis only for tt(P) has no rapidly

decreasing eigenfunction of eigenvalue zero, for all it. The possible

relationship between hypoellipticity and invertibility of representations on H"

was first observed by Folland and Stein [1]. (See also [9].)

2. The author has proved local solvability for some classes of homogeneous

left invariant differential operators on more general nilpotent Lie groups. The

proofs involve more detailed harmonic analysis [10].

Added in proof. These results have been proved independently by G.

Lion.
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